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Theorem. The Zsaacs’ graphs J2k+l with k 2 3 are MnHc. 
Because graphs J2k+l are nonhamiltonian and highly symmetric, due to 
Lemma, it is enough for a proof to find a set F,(u, v) of hamiltonian u-v paths 
which together cover all edges of J2k+l for each of some pairs of nonadjacent 
vertices u, v where u E V(S,) and u E V(Si) with 1 c i c k + 1. Those pairs u, v, if 
they form a set of representatives of all similarity classes of pairs of nonadjacent 
vertices in J2k+l are called special pairs. The following can easily be shown. 
Proposition. JU + I has 7k similarity classes of pairs of nonadjacent vertices and 
special pairs each of which includes a vertex of S,, can be chosen as follows: 
Two S, - S, pairs: a,, cl and cl, d,; five S, - S, pairs: xl, b2 with x E {a, b, c} 
andx,,c, withxE{a,c};sevenS,-S,pairsforeachiwith3~i~k+l: a,,xi 
with x E {a, b, c}; cl, Xi with x E {b, C, d} and bI, bi. 
Now assume k 3 3. Then 
(1) All sets F,(u, v) can be made small enough, namely 
3 C I&(& v)l s 4, 
four paths in Z$(u, v) being necessary exactly when either u and v have a 
common neighbour (which is the case for six special pairs) or u = b, and v = b, 
(the latter for k = 3 at least, which can be proved by inspection). 
Some more auxiliary properties can be shown. Let W,, called the jth segment, 
be the subgraph of J2k+l induced by Si U S,+i. Let n = nk(u, v) be defined for 
each special pair u, v in J2k+l with u E V(S,) as follows. 
n = nk(u, v) = 
2k-1 foru=b,andv=bjwith26j~k+l, 
2k otherwise. 
Moreover, for v E V(Sk+l) only, define 
3 foru=b,andv=b,+,withks4, 
m = mk(u, v) = 2 otherwise, except for k = 3, u = b, and v = b4 
in which case m remains undefined. 
If {u, v} tl V(Wki) = 0 then we say that F,(u, v) is type 4 or type Zh according 
as 
4: Each path in F,(u, v) intersects Wki in one path and the set of those 
intersections includes either three paths A, or three paths B,: 
AI =c.d. b. a. a.b.d.c. 1 r+l r+l r+l I I I 1+1> B1 =d.c. b. a. a.b.c.d. I r+l 1+1 1+1 I I I r+l9 
AZ= d.c. b. d. c.b.a.a. I r+l 1+1 r+l I I I r+1> Bz= a.a. b. d. c.b.d.c. I r+l r+l r+l I I I a+19 
A3=a.a. b. c. d.6.c.d. I r+l r+l r+l I I I r+l, B3 = c.d. b. c. d.b.a.a. I 1+1 r+l r+l I I I r+1; 
or 
I&: Each path in F,(u, v) intersects W, in two paths. 
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F,(u, V) can be chosen in in such a way that the following statements (2) and 
(3) are true. 
(2) F,(u, V) is either type 4 or type Zh for all i = m, n and for each special pair 
u, u in Jx+~ for which m and/or n, respectively, are defined above. 
Let Rki stand for the operation transforming J2k+l into J2k+3, which consists in 
cutting three edges which connect Si with Si+1, inserting a new segment W,+,,i+, 
and next renaming some vertices so as to get J2k+3 (cf. [2] for details). In an 
analogous manner. 
(3) If F,(U, xj ) with Xi E V(Sj) is type Zi [resp. ZZi] (hence j < i or j > 1) then, 
along with applying Rki to Jzk+l, &(u, Xi) can be transformed elementwise into a 
certain set Fk+l(~, 5) with 5 =xj if j< i and otherwise 5 =++2 (where 
x l {a, b, c, d]), F k+l ( U, 5) being type both 4 and I;+2 [resp. ZZi and ZZi+,]. 
Proof. The Theorem and statements (l)-(3) can be proved by induction on k. 
First we find sets F,(u, v) for each of all 21 special pairs u, v in J7. Hence 5, is 
MnHc. Moreover, we choose those sets F,(u, v) in such a way that properties 
(l)-(3) hold true. Thus, according to (1) and the Proposition, we find 70 
hamiltonian paths in J,. Additionally, because m3(bI, b4) is undefined, we find 
three hamiltonian bI-b5 paths of J9 forming &(b,, b5) which is type I,, and type 
ZZ,,, (where n = 2k - 1 = 7 and m = 3). Using the induction hypotheses, consider 
J 2Ct+l)+l with k S- 3. We can show how to find Fk+l(u, x,) satisfying properties 
(l)-(3) for each special pair u, xl of J2k+3 with u E V(S,) and xl E V(S,), 
1 s 1 s k + 2. If I <k + 2 it suffices to use property (3) with j = 1 and i = nk(u, x,) 
which is possible owing to induction hypothesis (2). Let I= k + 2 and if k = 3 then 
(u, xl) # (b,, b5) because the set F,(b,, b5) has been found. Using property (3) 
with j=l- 1 and i = mk(u, x,_~) (<j - 1) from F,(u, x[-~) we obtain 
Fk+l(u, x,+~). Note that u, xl+1 is not a special pair of J2k+3. The automorphism of 
J 2k+3 which fixes each vertex of S, and maps y,, into y2k+5_-p (with indices modulo 
2k + 3, and y E {a, b, c, d}), transforms &+l(u, x~+~) onto &+l(u, x,). 0 
Thus we have found an infinite family of MnHc graphs of orders large enough 
(2 28) and the smallest possible size because all of them are cubic. In fact, size is 
minimum because for each order 3 4 there is only one MnHc graph with 
minimum degree at most two, namely one obtained by joining a new vertex to 
two vertices of a complete graph. The Petersen graph is the smallest cubic MnHc 
graph (cf. [6]). Note that there are two cubic MnHc graphs of the same order 28, 
namely the Coxeter graph [7] and 5,. It is an open problem to find the smallest 
MnHc graphs of all remaining orders big enough. 
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